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Functional Possession

Description

12 players
Goalkeeper 2 and 3 stay on one side
2 wides and 2 central players can play on either side
Central player represent 6 and 8
Area 25x45 divided up into two 20x25 end zones and a 5 x25
central zone
Defender in the central area
Play keep away if the defender wins possession they switch with
player that gave it away
Allow the 6 to come in when the Goalkeeper gets the ball
Coaching Points
If Neccesary coach movement to support and playing away from
pressure

Game Habits (20 mins)

Goalkeepers come onto the field - with each pass they alternate
with using hands and using feet
The balls on each side can be swithced through the 6's
Coach the 6 to have an open body shape to play away from the
opposite ball

Utilizing the 6 (15 mins)

Defenders are now allowed to pressure the central zone
The Ball can now be switched sides through an overlap
On Receiving the overlap the wide player changes places
Coaching Points
Check to receive
Receive facing in side
Recognize where pressure goes

Breaking out wide (10 mins)



Add in Goals
Players play inside of the field
If Defenders win the ball they shoot
Go to one ball
Coach restarts from a shot

Full Pressure (10 mins)

Final Game 12 players
for 14 add either a 2nd striker or a 5/4
Wide players play for both teams
Each team plays 2 Defenders 1 central 6 and one striker
Coaching Points
Can the players look forward
Awareness of pressure
overloading zones

Final Game (20 mins)
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